30 Days to Enchanting Skin & Beauty
"Before starting Zephorah's Blueprint for
Beauty program, I had no daily regimen for
taking care of my skin. After 4 one-on-one
consultations, I walked away with a toolbox
containing easy-to-implement natural
treatments and insider tricks that get results.
Zephorah was extremely professional yet fun to
work with. She took the time to create a
customized program that not only fit my skin's
profile but also my active lifestyle. Since finishing the program, I'm
well on my journey to healthier, more youthful, radiant
skin. I'm even mixing my own potions! It was a worthwhile
profound experience that I highly recommend."
Lesley W., Brooklyn NY
www.creativecookie.com

30 Days to Inner Goddess Awakening
“After putting the goddess energy into
practice as suggested by Zephorah, I
began to draw in a lot of
compliments about my looks from
my friends and coworkers! And I
wasn’t even wearing any makeup!
Taking in her recommendations overall

was a major boost to my confidence and it gave me a new
perspective on life! “
Stephanie E., Brooklyn, NY
Marketing Executive

30 Days to Inner Goddess Awakening
“Coming into my sessions with Zephorah, I
was interested in Goddess work- in
“working” with Zephorah, I had so much
fun learning tools to embody these ideas
and saw opportunities reveal themselves
with ease. Zephorah’s Goddess energy
training helped me see opportunities that I
couldn’t see before. Now I feel like I
understand who I am, I’m falling in love with who I am
and live from THAT place more often.”
Michelle S., Long Island, New York

30 Days to Enchanting Skin & Beauty
“Many of my lifestyle choices are really
healthy, but there are some key areas I
have neglected. Before working with
Zephorah, I had acne breakouts,
which were the result of stress.
After following Zephorah’s
recommendations, I have
managed my stress and seen an improvement with my
skin, which helped me to believe in myself and have more
confidence. Self-care was a big important goal of mine this year,
and learning how to transmute stress, and let it pass through me. I
was given a new perspective. I was taught not only about ways to
deal with stress in the body, but also in the mind. The technique
Zephorah provides is simple, yet transformed the way I process
stress, which really helped my skin. Working with Zephorah
benefited me greatly as a busy professional, and I find her style and
tone to be comforting and nurturing, as well as informed and
enchanted. Enthused on our calls, and diligent with her follow up
materials, it was always a pleasure working together to further my
self care goals.”

Erika M., Marketing Consultant, New York, NY
www.elmconsulting.org

